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How

sales leadership

differentiates top-tier software companies

Spencer Stuart
Spencer Stuart is the foremost privately held, global executive search firm, spanning over 50 offices in 25 countries
worldwide. Since 1956, we have been providing clients with
a range of human capital solutions, including senior-level
executive search, board director appointments, strategic
leadership services and middle-management recruiting.
We conduct nearly 4,000 assignments each year, partnering
effectively with clients ranging from the Fortune 500, to
mid-cap, to emerging growth companies across a broad
range of industries and sectors.
Widely regarded as the firm of choice for CEO, board director
and other top-level executive searches, our worldwide
consultants have the judgment, insight and expertise to find
the ideal fit for each company’s unique circumstances and
business goals. Clients choose to establish long-term
relationships with us based on our exceptional client service,
unmatched access to the most sought-after leaders and
consistently successful results.
We are committed to adhering to the same firm policies,
procedures and professional standards worldwide in order
to provide a service of the highest caliber to our clients.

The software industry, even in these difficult economic times, is a testament
to the unique entrepreneurial landscape that has developed in the U.S. The
industry has created enormous economic value, and no company of any size,
regardless of industry or geography, could operate without the benefits delivered
through its software infrastructure. In fact, despite the recent economic
downturn, software remains one of the most innovative and fastest growing
sectors of the global economy, producing $150 billion in sales annually.

However, within the software industry, there are winners and losers. Some
companies thrive while others, even with arguably superior products, market
positioning and customers, languish. To better understand both industry and
company dynamics, Spencer Stuart led a research study to learn more about
the differences between the most successful software companies and their
competitors. In other words, what distinguished the leaders of the pack? We
learned that sales leadership, above all else, is the key differentiator. Our study
offers a candid snapshot on the current thinking, approach and best practices
in sales leadership at top software companies.
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About our study
In association with Software Magazine, Spencer Stuart surveyed and interviewed CEOs,
general managers and senior sales executives (EVP/SVP of worldwide sales and VP of sales
— North America) at the 30 leading U.S. software companies (based on five-year revenue
growth) with revenues of at least $250 million. These included companies such as BEA
Systems, Siebel Systems, Inktomi and J.D. Edwards. Top-line findings were published in
the “Software 500” August 2002 edition of Software Magazine.

surveyed executives lead companies of varying sizes
Percentage of exectives who lead companies with annual revenues of:
Less than $500 million

42%

$501 million to $1 billion

29%

More than $1 billion

29%

Summary of key findings
> The best companies focus most acutely on the quality of their first-line sales managers.
> Team-selling is critical. It is particularly effective when inside sales integrates seamlessly
with outside sales, and when true partnerships are developed with large systems
integrators.
> The integration of sales with other company divisions, particularly professional services,
is an important competitive advantage, helping companies move quickly from a productto a solutions-orientation.
> A person-to-person direct sales force is still the most effective way that successful enterprise software companies go to market. Alternate channels play a role, but it is the direct
team that makes the difference.
> Even though many individual sales representatives are involved in pricing, management
still holds the keys to pricing decisions.
> Sales team compensation, which overwhelmingly is based on revenue, is a major factor
in motivating and retaining top performers.
> Recruiting the best sales talent and training them effectively is essential. The top 30
companies ensure that sales professionals acquire the right skills and training to win in
the market.
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Our findings
Sales is the differentiator
The key to success in the software market is a capable sales team, underpinned by a strong
— though not necessarily the strongest — product. The sales function is critical for a
number of reasons. First, software products are highly technical. As a result, many
software companies have a difficult time articulating their product’s value to prospective
customers, despite compelling technologies. Moreover, the software industry is highly
fragmented — with hundreds of companies already competing and new ones entering the
market daily. History has shown that even the unstable nature of early-stage startups has
not dissuaded large, established companies from doing business with newcomers that
make a convincing case for their products. Finally, the best products do not always prevail.
The roadside is littered with the corpses of software companies that arguably had better
products but were unable to sell them effectively.
This begs the question: What makes a software sales organization succeed? The following
highlights important differentiators among the top 30 software companies and spotlights
best practice implications for the rest of the industry.

factors that differentiate sales organizations
from competitors
Percentage of CEOs and sales executives who report:
Sales teaming

67%

Technical knowledge

60%

Formal training

40%

Channel strategy

33%

Compensation plan

33%

First-line sales managers are the key to success
Respondents indicate that the most critical element determining the effectiveness of their
sales organizations is the quality of the first-line sales managers. First-line managers
“create the transaction” and often are instrumental in closing big deals.
Implication: Do you have the right people in first-line management positions? Are you retaining
the cream of the crop, or are competitors recruiting them away? These are the individuals who
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will shepherd your most strategic sales opportunities. Extra effort must be made to recruit and
hold onto top talent.

Teaming is the model for success
CEOs/general managers and sales executives agree that the ability to create high-performing teams is one of the most critical ways they outdistance their competitors. Working in
multi-functional teams with other sales and sales-support executives, the sales force is
better able to develop strong customer relationships and partnerships. For example,
product specialists assist the sales force and help address technical issues, or inside sales
people or telesales often pre-qualify sales leads before handing them over to outside sales.
Assembling the right team is widely considered more important than hiring a set of
“killer” sales representatives.
Implication: Does the executive leadership of your sales function reach out and engage a broadly
defined team, or are they more comfortable betting on “one big deal” to pull them through?
Al Shipp, who has led the sales function at BEA and Inktomi, indicates that his strategy of
driving revenue through business partnerships has helped his sales teams learn new
behaviors. “They have to conduct solution-selling, not just transactional product-selling.”

teams make the sale
Percentage of sales executives who employ team selling for:
National accounts

78%

Global accounts

78%

Industry or vertical accounts

34%

Stratton Sclavos, chairman and CEO of VeriSign, illustrates his company’s approach to
team-selling. “Even in the current challenging economy, VeriSign saw the inherent value
in developing a national account model for our sales team. Today’s CIOs are looking for
one-stop-shopping for VeriSign’s trusted solutions, whether it be network consulting,
authentication or digital brand management. Our account managers — our quarterbacks
— serve as the single point of contact for VeriSign’s team of issue-experts and allow a
concise delivery of our trusted solutions,” remarks Sclavos.
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Integrate sales with other functions
Extending the teaming concept further, integration between the sales force and technical
support, professional services and the senior executive team is well established within the
top 30 software companies, both through formal processes and cultures that encourage it.
Typically, however, engineering/product development and CRM/customer service are
poorly integrated with sales. As such, untapped opportunities exist to optimize the product
development process by getting an accurate view of their customers’ needs and challenges
through closer working relationships between sales and product development or between
sales and customer service.
“Integration between sales and professional services is particularly critical in the early days
of a new product introduction when customers need help integrating the new products,”
notes Alan Fudge, senior vice president of North American sales for BEA Systems. “This
helps the new product introductions go much more smoothly than if the customers or a
less well-trained business partner attempted that integration.”
Implication: Do you have the management processes and, more importantly, the culture within
your company to permit seamless and natural integration between these functions?

Feet-on-the-street remain the primary route to market
Notwithstanding the increase in telesales, direct marketing and Internet sales, a person-toperson direct sales force is still the way that the most successful enterprise software
companies go to market, according to 64 percent of respondents. Channel partners are
growing in importance too, according to 16 percent of respondents. Interestingly, the
Internet was not yet considered an important sales channel in enterprise software sales.
Implication: To reduce costs in this tough market, has your company’s sales pendulum swung too
far toward efficient, but not necessarily effective, indirect sales methods?

Management holds the purse-strings
Even though the individual sales representative is involved in pricing decisions, management still holds the keys. Nearly half of pricing decisions, 44 percent, are made by
management alone. Fifty-six percent are made by the sales representative according to
published guidelines, and 78 percent of pricing decisions are made by sales representatives with management involvement.
Implication: Are you giving away margin by having individual sales reps manage pricing?
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Compensation motivates the sales team
It is noteworthy that not a single CEO/general manager selected the compensation plan
as one of the top factors for competitive differentiation, while sales executives overwhelmingly favored compensation as one of the top three factors. This insight could present
management with an opportunity to focus more on compensation, with an eye toward
increasing sales.
Not surprisingly, when it comes to compensating the sales team, revenue remains the
primary method for companies to measure sales success. Several sales executives indicated
they have tried or want to try margin-based compensation systems, but noted, “It is very
tricky to get right.” There also is a divergence of opinion on using compensation systems
to direct lead generation, with some executives focused on bringing in more but smaller
deals, and others refocusing sales teams back to “elephant hunting.” Special incentives are
often used for bringing in these large deals. Additional incentives and motivators for the
sales team include equity, variable compensation, recognition and attractive perks.
Implication: Does your compensation system drive the behavior you desire? Has your compensation
system become overly complex, fragmenting your sales team’s attention?

Recruiting and training cannot be overvalued
Both CEOs/general managers and sales executives feel the ability to recruit the right
people is one of the top two issues driving the productivity of the sales organization. This
is especially true when a company’s product strategy is unique or highly technical —
companies must make a greater investment in training to ensure that the sales team has
the necessary skills and knowledge base to communicate a product’s merits. When it
comes to solution-selling, as opposed to more transactional product-selling, survey participants feel that new behaviors and skills are required. Sales executives also felt training to
upgrade sales force knowledge was necessary. This is an area in which there was some
divergence between sales executives and general managers.
“We use everything from competitive salaries to aggressive commissions and bonus
programs [to motivate our sales team],” notes Dean Senner, president and CEO of Thales
Navigation. “But to recruit great sales managers, we have to get the basics down first —
and that means competing effectively in our field, showing solid growth against our goals,
gaining market share and providing a great environment and corporate culture.”
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Implication: Do all the hiring managers in your sales organization share the same approach
when assessing candidates? Further, are you preparing your sales teams to go into battle with
competitors who continue to invest in training their teams? Finally, do you have a compelling
value proposition for the COO and CEO at your target accounts? These should not be the same
messages you deliver to the CIO.

Conclusion
What can the software industry learn from its most successful companies and fiercest
competitors? First, start with a strong product. It does not need to be head-and-shoulders
above every other product in the marketplace, but your team needs to have the confidence
that it isn’t starting with one hand tied behind its back. Next, build the best sales team
possible, particularly great first-line managers, as they will be the ones who forge your
strongest relationships and largest opportunities. Invest in training so your team is
equipped with the full range of skills and knowledge required.
Encourage and support your sales forces’ abilities to partner with their peers in professional services, technical support and the senior executive team. Measure and pay your
team on revenue, or possibly margin if the metrics are in place to manage this, and
ensure that the metrics are simple and reward the behaviors you desire. Keep pricing
decisions in the hands of management to protect margins and your company’s reputation
— and to avoid being seen as the “Fast Deal Freddie” of your sector. Finally, never lose
sight of the fact that powerful sales leadership, along with a capable, talented sales force,
can mean the difference between your company’s success or failure.

surveyed companies
ariba
autodesk
bes systems
bmc software
broadvision
business objects
cadence design systems
check point software
technologies
citrix systems
cognos

commerce one
compuware
hyperion solutions
i2 technologies
inktomi
j.d. edwards
macromedia
mercury interactive
network associates
oracle
peoplesoft

peregrine systems
portal software
ptc (parametric technology)
rational software
sap ag
siebel systems
symantec
tibco software
vignette
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Amsterdam

Hong Kong

Munich

Singapore

T 31 (0) 20.305.73.05

T 852.2521.8373

T 49.89.45.55.53.0

T 65.6438.3138

F 31 (0) 20.305.73.50

F 852.2810.5246

F 49.89.45.55.53.33

F 65.6438.3136

Atlanta

Houston

New York

Stamford

T 404.504.4400

T 713.225.1621

T 212.336.0200

T 203.324.6333

F 404.504.4401

F 713.658.8336

F 212.336.0296

F 203.326.3737

Barcelona

Johannesburg

Orange County

Stockholm

T 34.93.487.23.36

T 27.11.880.2217

T 949.930.8000

T 46.8.534.801.50

F 34.93.487.09.44

F 27.11.880.4051

F 949.930.8001

F 46.8.534.801.69

Beijing

Leeds

Paris

Stuttgart

T 86.10.6505.1031

T 44 (0) 1937.547700

T 33 (0) 1.53.57.81.23

T 49.711.9.76.82.0

F 86.10.6505.1032

F 44 (0) 1937.547710

F 33 (0) 1.53.57.81.00

F 49.711.9.76.82.82

Bogota

London

Philadelphia

Sydney

T 571.618.2488

T 44 (0) 20.7298.3333

T 215.814.1600

T 61.2.9247.4031

F 571.618.2317

F 44 (0) 20 7298.3388

F 215.814.1681

F 61.2.9251.3021

Boston

Los Angeles

Prague

Tokyo

T 617.531.5731

T 310.209.0610

T 420.221.411.341

T 81.3.3238.8901

F 617.531.5732

F 310.209.0912

F 420.222.233.087

F 81.3.3238.8902

Brussels

Madrid

Rio de Janeiro

Toronto

T 32.2.732.26.25

T 34.91.745.85.00

T/F 55.21.2543.5820

T 416.361.0311

F 32.2.732.19.39

F 34.91.561.42.75

F 416.361.6118

Rome
Budapest

Manchester

T 39.06.802071

Vienna

T 36.1.200.08.50

T 44 (0) 161.499.6700

F 39.06.80207200

T 43 (1) 36.88.700.0

F 36.1.394.10.97

F 44 (0) 161.499.6710

F 43 (1) 36.88.777

San Francisco
Buenos Aires

Melbourne

T 415.495.4141

Warsaw

T 54.11.4313.2233

T 61.3.9654.2155

F 415.495.7524

T 48.22.840.60.61

F 54.11.4313.2299

F 61.3.9654.4730

F 48.22.642.36.78

San Mateo
Chicago

Mexico City

T 650.356.5500

Washington, D.C.

T 312.822.0080

T 5255.5281.4050

F 650.356.5501

T 48.22.840.60.61

F 312.822.0116

F 5255.5281.4184

F 48.22.642.36.78

Santiago
Dallas

Miami

T 56.2.940.2700

Zurich

T 214.672.5200

T 305.443.9911

F 56.2.249.7883

T 41.1.257.17.17

F 214.672.5299

F 305.443.2180

F 41.1.257.17.18

Sao Paulo
Dusseldorf

Milan

T 55.11.3759.7700

T 49.211.8.64.07.0

T 39.02.771251

F 55.11.3759.7736

F 49.211.8.64.07.20

F 39.02.782452

Frankfurt

Minneapolis/St. Paul

T 86.21.6386.1177

T 49.69.61.09.27.0

T 612.313.2000

F 86 .21.5306.2718

F 49.69.61.09.27.50

F 612.313.2001

Geneva

Montreal

T 41.22.312.36.38

T 514.288.3377

F 41.22.312.36.39

F 514.288.4626

Shanghai
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